
SOLUTIONS TO FACE THE CIRCULAR ECONOMY

ENCOURAGING A CIRCULAR 
ECONOMY STRATEGY IN THE 

FOUNDRY SECTOR



Unit Description

➤ This unit helps you to identify and define the circular 
opportunities for their company, determining where value 
is lost and/or where there is a risk of losing it, valuing and 
taking advantage of environmental opportunities to 
recover losses to face the challenge of the circular 
economy within the company.



3.1. Define the existing value stream 
map in the company.

3.2. Identify where value is lost and 
value at risk.

3.3. Identify circular value 
opportunities.

Topics



Instructions for the activity leader

Divide the whole group into small groups (3-4 people).
It is recommended that the trainer select randomly and try to ensure that all 
groups have the opportunity to give feedback at least once during all the exercise. 

This exercise can be used independently or in a workshop 
setting (small groups of 3-4 persons).
If done in small groups, perhaps due to time constraints, not all groups will be able 

to give feedback on each exercise.

If time allows, the trainer could facilitate a discussion among 
all attendees after each group has given their opinion.



DEFINE THE EXISTING VALUE 
STREAM MAP IN THE COMPANY



3.1. Define the existing value stream map in the company

Activity A: Define the existing value stream map in the 
company.

Description: Identify the existing flow of value within the 
foundry.

Duration: 45 minutes



Key questions to reflect on:

• What value do I provide? What kind 
of value?

• What part of the value chain do I 
manage?

3.1. Define the existing value stream map in the company



Instructions:

1) Encourage the attendees to use post-its to identify the key 
stages of the value system/process they are considering (e.g. 
from resource extraction, manufacturing, distribution, sales, 
use, end of life disposal). They should place the post-its in a 
circle and writte down with any critical aspects of the value 
creation process. (15 min)

3.1. Define the existing value stream map in the company



Instructions:

2) Indicate the attendees to map how value flows across the 
chain at each of these stages. They have to separate the 
value they control and manage on the inside of the circle, and 
value they don’t manage on the outside (such as value that is 
managed by a supplier or partner). (10 min)

3.1. Define the existing value stream map in the company



Instructions:

3) They should consider the four types of 
tangible value and how these exist within 
their company (annex1: supporting 
concept). (20 min)

VALUE YOU

CONTROL 
AND

MANAGE

3.1. Define the existing value stream map in the company



IDENTIFY WHERE VALUE IS LOST 
AND VALUE AT RISK



Activity B: Identify where value is lost and value at risk.

Description: Identify where the lost value is within the system 
and what value is potentially at risk in the future.

Duration: 45 minutes

3.2. Identify where value is lost and value at risk



Key questions to reflect on:

•Where is this value being lost?

• Where are there broken or incomplete loops?

•Why is it not addressed and fixed?

• What future customer, supply or policy changes may put 
current value creation at risk?

3.2. Identify where value is lost and value at risk



Instructions:

1) The attendees, looking at their previous “value map” 
(activity A), should identify where any types of value might be 
lost because of linear flows or broken loops (annex2: 
supporting concept). (15 min)

3.2. Identify where value is lost and value at risk



Instructions:

2) Encourage them to identify what value within the system 
might be a risk due to future changes such as resource 
security, climate change, regulation etc. (10 min)

3.2. Identify where value is lost and value at risk



Instructions:

3) They have to consider how much value is being lost or is at 
risk, and why (e.g. existing industry structure, competitive 
forces and technical barriers). (10 min)

4) Finally, they should list out and 
prioritise value risk areas based 
on the importance and impact to 
their business. (10 min)

Value that is lost or at risk:

1.________________________

2.________________________

3.________________________

4.________________________

5.________________________

6.________________________

X.________________________

3.2. Identify where value is lost and value at risk



IDENTIFY CIRCULAR VALUE 
OPPORTUNITIES



Activity C: Identify circular value opportunities.

Description: Identify opportunities to create or close loops to 
recover lost value, maximize existing value, or preserve value 
at risk.

Duration: 60 minutes

3.3. Identify circular value opportunities



Key questions to reflect on:

• What opportunities are there to 
close loops?

• Where could you implement 
typical circular business models?

• Who benefits from this value?

3.3. Identify circular value opportunities



Instructions:

1) Using the list of value lost or at risk (developed in activity B) 
and looking at the looping concepts and circular business 
models (annex3: supporting concept) as inspiration, they 
should consider for each item identified in step B, how to 
create and close loops to recover or conserve value. (30 min)

3.3. Identify circular value opportunities



Instructions:

2) Capture the ideas to identify what kind of value is 
generated and who benefits from it. (annex4: worksheet) (30 
min)

3.3. Identify circular value opportunities
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